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Abstract
This letter considers the resilient consensus problem for switched multi-agent systems com-
posed of continuous-time and discrete-time subsystems. We propose a switched ltering strategy
for cooperative nodes based upon available local information, withstanding the threat of non-
cooperative nodes. We provide conditions that guarantee resilient consensus in the presence of
locally bounded Byzantine nodes in directed networks under arbitrary switching. Resilient scaled
consensus and resilient scaled formation generation problems for switched multi-agent systems
are solved as generalizations. Simulations are also provided to illustrate the eectiveness of the
theoretical results.
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1. Introduction
Consensus problem of multi-agent systems has attracted signicant attention from diverse
contexts due to its broad applications in areas such as distributed computation, sensor networks,
cooperative coordination of unmanned aerial vehicles and robotic teams. In general, the main
goal of consensus problems is to reach agreement collectively on global quantities of interest,
such as the centroid of the network or the average temperature of the environment, using nearest-
neighbor rules due to the limited communication capability of each agent in the network [1]. For
this purpose, a variety of consensus algorithms have been proposed for both continuous-time and
discrete-time systems [2, 3, 4, 5].
Modern large-scale cyber-physical systems are susceptible to failure when one or more nodes
are compromised and become non-cooperative. This may be due to malicious attacks (e.g., an
attacker taking control of the communication module of certain agents trying to manipulate the
whole network) or platform-level failures (e.g., a faulty robot sharing an incorrect location due
to a defective GPS sensor). As such, resilience of consensus, and more generally, information
diusion, in the presence of non-cooperative nodes has received increasing attention from con-
trol system community in the last few decades [6, 7]. Recent remarkable eorts include a novel
denition of network robustness introduced by Zhang et al. and LeBlanc et al. [8, 9], termed
r-robustness, which facilitates purely local interaction rules for resilient consensus against mali-
cious nodes. The proposed update approach is able to deal with the situation where the identities
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and actual number of non-cooperative nodes are unknown to the cooperative nodes in the net-
work. The results have been later generalized to the case of hybrid dynamics [10] as well as
second-order multi-agent systems with discretized dynamics [11] under locally bounded faults.
Tolerance to Byzantine behaviors and communication delay is further investigated in [12] for a
continuous-time multi-agent system. Furthermore, resilient ocking of mobile robot teams in
the presence of non-cooperative robots has been tackled in [13]. It is worth mentioning that re-
silience to non-cooperative nodes is conceptually dierent from resilience to disturbance or noise
[14, 15], and the methods used are distinct.
The results of all previous works on resilient consensus, to our knowledge, are concerned
with multi-agent systems composed of either only continuous-time systems or only discrete-time
systems. In reality, a large-scale system can be split into multiple subsystems, and a switching
rule manages the switching between them leading to a switched multi-agent system [16]. Such
switching behavior exists in the dynamical behavior of agents rather than merely in the com-
munication topology, the latter of which has been extensively studied in multi-agent systems
with switching topology; see e.g. [1, 5]. A continuous-time plant, for instance, is controlled
either by a digitally implemented regulator or a physically implemented one with a synchronous
switching law between them. For such a continuous-time multi-agent system, if all the agents
are activated by using computers at discrete time steps, then the whole system can be regarded
as a switched system containing both continuous-time and discrete-time subsystems. In fact,
switched multi-agent systems are often generated in a computer-aided system, where computers
are used to activate all the continuous-time agents in a discretized manner. Consensus prob-
lems for switched multi-agent systems are rstly considered in [17] over varied topologies using
Lyapunov function. Ref. [18] studies the nite-time convergence for switched multi-agent sys-
tems based on nite-time stability theory. Scaled consensus and containment control of switched
multi-agent systems are also addressed in [19] and [20], respectively.
Here, we focus on resilient consensus of switched multi-agent systems consisting of both
continuous-time and discrete-time subsystems. We aim to design appropriate consensus proto-
cols to withstand the compromise of a subset of the nodes and reach the group objective in a
purely distributed manner. The main contribution of this letter is threefold. First, a consensus
protocol is proposed for the switched multi-agent systems. Sucient conditions are presented to
guarantee resilient consensus in the presence of locally bounded Byzantine nodes under arbitrary
switching. The proof of our main result (Theorem 1 below) is carefully divided into two cases,
in each of which either the continuous-time subsystem or the discrete-time subsystem dominates
in a sense. Moreover, unlike the work [17, 18, 19, 20], no complicated algebraic conditions re-
lated to eigenvalues or eigenvectors are imposed here. Second, as an extension, resilient scaled
consensus problems are introduced and solved for switched multi-agent systems. In scaled con-
sensus problems, agents' states reach asymptotically assigned ratios in terms of possibly dierent
scales instead of a common value [21, 22]. They can be specialized to achieve standard consen-
sus, cluster consensus, bipartite consensus, etc. Third, resilient (scaled) formation generation
and formation tracking problems are also solved as further generations.
The rest of the letter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some preliminaries and
formulates the resilient consensus problems of switched multi-agent systems. The main results
are given in Section 3. We provide a simulation example in Section 4 and then conclude the
article in Section 5.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graph theory
Denote by R and N the sets of reals and non-negative integers, respectively. With some
ambiguity, let j  j be the cardinality of a set (note that we do not consider multi-sets in this paper)
and also the absolute value of a real. The actual meaning will be clear from the context. A
directed graph (digraph) of order n is denoted by G = (V;E), whereV = fv1;    ; vng is the node
set with jVj = n representing the agents in the network, and E  V V is the directed edge set.
We consider a partition of the node set,V = C [ B, where C is the set of cooperative nodes and
B is the set of non-cooperative nodes which is unknown a priori to the cooperative nodes. An
edge (vi; v j) describes the information ow from node vi to node v j. The neighborhood of node
vi is dened byNi = fv j : (v j; vi) 2 Eg. A directed path from node vi1 to vil is a sequence of edges
(vi1 ; vi2 ); (vi2 ; vi3 );    ; (vil 1 ; vil ) in G with distinct nodes vik , k = 1; 2;    ; l. G is said to contain a
directed spanning tree with root node vr if for every node v 2 V except vr, there exists a directed
path from vr to v.
The following notions of reachable set and network robustness are introduced in [8, 9, 23],
which have close relationship with conventional graph-theoretic connectivity and play a key role
in resilient coordination.
Denition 1. (reachable set) Let r 2 N. A set S  V is an r-reachable set if there exists a node
vi 2 S such that jNinS j  r.
Denition 2. (network robustness) Let r 2 N. A digraph G is r-robust if for any pair of
nonempty, disjoint subsets ofV, at least one of them is r-reachable.
Lemma 1. [9] Given an r-robust digraph G, let G0 be the graph produced by removing up to s
incoming edges of each node in G, where 0  s < r. Then G0 is r  s-robust. Moreover, a digraph
G is 1-robust if and only if it contains a directed spanning tree.
2.2. Model description
Consider a group of n agents, fv1;    ; vng, composing a directed communication network
G = (V;E) withV = C [ B. The agents are controlled by a switching law between continuous-
time dynamics and discrete-time dynamics. The information state of the agent vi at time t is
represented by xi(t) 2 R. We are devoted to addressing the following resilient consensus prob-
lem.
Denition 3. (resilient consensus) We say that the cooperative agents in C achieve resilient
consensus in the presence of non-cooperative nodes in B if limt!1 xi(t)  x j(t) = 0 for all vi; v j 2
C and all initial conditions fxi(0)gvi2V.
Obviously, when B = ;, the denition reduces to the standard consensus. The dynamical
model of each cooperative node vi 2 C is described by a continuous-time subsystem
xi(t) = fCi

fxij(t) : v j 2 Ni [ fvigg

(1)
and a discrete-time subsystem
xi(t + 1) = f Di

fxij(t) : v j 2 Ni [ fvigg

(2)
where xij(t) 2 R is the value sent from node v j to node vi at time t, and xij(t) = x j(t) for v j 2 C.
By denition we have xii(t) = xi(t). Here, f
C
i and f
D
i describe the update functions for coopera-
tive node vi, which are to be designed so that the cooperative nodes could achieve the system's
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objective withstanding the compromise of non-cooperative nodes, whose identities and number
remain unknown. Non-cooperative nodes, on the other hand, may apply dierent, arbitrary up-
date rules that are not known to the cooperative nodes. Specically, we consider the Byzantine
nodes in this letter.
Denition 4. (Byzantine node) A node vi 2 B is said to be Byzantine if it applies some dierent
update rule fCi for the continuous-time subsystem or f
D
i for the discrete-time subsystem, or it
does not send the same value to all of its neighbors at some time t > 0.
Byzantine nodes are often regarded as the worst-case attackers [9, 10, 12], who usually have
a complete knowledge of the whole system and send arbitrary wrong information to its neighbors
either through broadcast communication or in a point-to-point manner. According to the number
and location of the non-cooperative nodes, globally bounded and locally bounded models have
been extensively studied in the literature; see e.g. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Let R 2 N. We here consider
the R-locally bounded model, where jNi \ Bj  R for each vi 2 C. In the R-locally bounded
model, each cooperative node has at most R compromised neighbors, which threaten the group
objective by preventing other agents from achieving valid states or driving their values into an
unsafe region. Therefore, it is desirable to design resilient consensus strategies.
Here, we adopt the nearest-neighbor rules and construct distributed local ltering algorithms
for each cooperative node vi 2 C based on the Weighted-Mean-Subsequence-Reduced (W-MSR)
algorithm [9, 12] as follows.
For continuous-time subsystem, the ltering algorithm consists of three steps, executed at
time t 2 R. Fix R 2 N. First, each cooperative node vi 2 C obtains the values fxij(t)g of its
neighbors, and creates a sorted list for fxij(t)gv j2Ni from largest to smallest. Second, the largest R
values that are strictly larger than xi(t) in this list are removed (if there are fewer than R larger
values than xi(t), all of those values are removed). The similar removal process is applied to the
smaller values. The set of nodes that are removed by node vi at time t is denoted by Ri(t). Third,
each vi 2 C updates its value using the following fCi () in (1):
xi(t) =
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
'i j(xij(t); xi(t)); (3)
where the function 'i j : R2 ! R satises (iC) 'i j is locally Lipschitz continuous, (iiC) 'i j(x; y) =
0 if and only if x = y, and (iiiC) (x   y)'i j(x; y) > 0 for any x , y.
For discrete-time subsystem, the ltering algorithm consists of three steps, executed at each
time step t + t, where t 2 N and t 2 R signies the time at which the switch from a continuous-
time subsystem to a discrete-time subsystem takes place. Fix R 2 N. First, each cooperative
node vi 2 C obtains the values fxij(t)g of its neighbors, and creates a sorted list for fxij(t)gv j2Ni
from largest to smallest. Second, the largest R values that are strictly larger than xi(t) in this list
are removed (if there are fewer than R larger values than xi(t), all of those values are removed).
The similar removal process is applied to the smaller values. The set of nodes that are removed
by node vi at time t is denoted by Ri(t). Third, each vi 2 C updates its value using the following
f Di () in (2):
xi(t + 1) =
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
wi j(t)xij(t); (4)
where wi j(t) are the weights satisfying (iD) wi j(t) = 0 if v j < Ni[fvig, (iiD) there exists a constant
 2 (0; 1) independent of t, such that wi j(t)   > 0 for any v j 2 (Ni [ fvig)nRi(t), and (iiiD)P
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t) wi j(t) = 1.
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Remark 1. Note that the functions 'i j in (3) and the weights wi j(t) in (4) can be arbitrarily chosen
as long as the corresponding conditions hold. A typical choice for continuous-time subsystems
is 'i j(x; y) = ai j(x   y), where ai j > 0 indicates the coupling strength of edge (vi; v j); see e.g.,
[1, 3]. For discrete-time subsystems, we can simply take wi j(t) = (jNij+1 jRi(t)j) 1 so that each
neighbor has the same weight.
The above algorithm has low complexity and is purely distributed using only local informa-
tion. No prior knowledge of the identities of non-cooperative nodes or the network topology is
assumed for cooperative nodes. At time instant t, the choice of subsystem is determined by the
switching rule under consideration. The switch between continuous-time control and sampled-
data control guarantees the switched multi-agent system (1)-(4) to be composed of continuous-
time and discrete-time subsystems (or only the continuous-time subsystems, or only the discrete-
time subsystems). In what follows, we will refer to the above algorithm as the switched ltering
strategy with parameter R.
Remark 2. The above ltering strategy is reminiscent of opinion dynamics, where opinion
spreading models with bounded condence are widely used to explain the consensus of individ-
ual's opinions by ignoring the opinions that are quite dierent from one's own while updating
his or her opinion [24, 25]. A key dierence here is that in these opinion dynamics models,
the neighborhood of a node is formed based upon the opinion dierences specied by a given
threshold and the number of deleted nodes is indenite. Nevertheless, in our resilient consensus
framework, the neighborhood of a node is not shaped by a xed threshold and the number of
deleted nodes has a given upper bound.
3. Main results
In this section, we study the resilient consensus of switched multi-agent system (1)-(4) in the
R-locally bounded model with Byzantine nodes. To begin with, dene M(t) := maxvi2C xi(t) and
m(t) := minvi2C xi(t) as the maximum and minimum values within cooperative nodes at time t.
Lemma 2. Consider the switched multi-agent system (1)-(4) over the digraph G = (V;E), where
each cooperative node performs the switched ltering strategy with parameter R. In the R-locally
bounded model with Byzantine nodes, for each node vi 2 C, we have xi(t+1) 2 [m(t);M(t)] if the
discrete-time subsystem is activated on [t; t + 1], and xi(t) 2 [m(0);M(0)] if the continuous-time
subsystem is activated at time t, regardless of the switching rule.
Proof. Fix vi 2 C. When the discrete-time subsystem (4) is activated on the time interval [t; t+1],
the value xi(t + 1) is a convex combination of values fxij(t)g j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t), which lie in the interval
[m(t);M(t)] according to the switched ltering strategy with parameter R and the denition of
R-locally bounded model with Byzantine nodes. Therefore, xi(t + 1) 2 [m(t);M(t)].
When the continuous-time subsystem (3) is activated at time t, we will only show xi(t) 
M(0) (the analogous inequality xi(t)  m(0) can be shown similarly). If this is not true, there
exists some time t < t, at which the continuous-time subsystem is activated, such that (a) x j(t0) 
M(0) for any t0  t and any v j 2 C and (b) xi(t) = M(0) and xi(t) > 0. This is because M(t) is
monotonically decreasing whenever the discrete-time subsystem is activated. Now we have
xi(t) =
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
'i j(xij(t
); xi(t)): (5)
Note that xi(t) = M(0)  M(t)  xij(t), where the last inequality holds due to the switched
ltering strategy with parameter R and the fact that there are at most R Byzantine nodes inNi. In
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view of (iiC) and (iiiC), each term on the right-hand side of (5) is non-positive. Thus, xi(t)  0,
which is a contradiction. 2
Remark 3. It follows from Lemma 2 that the interval [m(0);M(0)] containing the initial values
of the cooperative nodes is an invariant set, implying that the nal consensus value would be
within this interval if resilient consensus is achieved for the switched multi-agent system. This
property is essential for some safety critical processes, where the interval [m(0);M(0)] is known
to be safe.
Note that although the communication topology G is xed, the set Ri(t) in (3) and (4) is
time-dependent, which makes the network topology time-dependent essentially. We make the
following assumption for the continuous-time subsystem.
Assumption 1. Denote by flgl2N the sequence of time points at which Ri(t) changes for some
vi 2 C and the continuous-time subsystem is activated. Assume that jl+1   lj   > 0 for some
constant  > 0 or  = 1.
When  is innity, it means that from the time t = l on the network topology remains
unchanged for the continuous-time subsystem. Assumption 1 reects the boundedness of dwell
time l+1   l, which is often instrumental in dealing with continuous-time multi-agent systems
with switching topologies; see e.g. [1]. Our rst result regarding resilient consensus of switched
system is the following.
Theorem 1. Consider the switched multi-agent system (1)-(4) over the digraph G = (V;E),
where each cooperative node performs the switched ltering strategy with parameter R. Suppose
G is 2R+1-robust and Assumption 1 holds. Then, in the R-locally bounded model with Byzantine
nodes, resilient consensus is achieved under arbitrary switching.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume there is a sequence of time instants 0  t1  t¯1 
t2  t¯2      tk  t¯k     such that the continuous-time subsystem (3) is activated when
t 2 (tk; t¯k] and the discrete-time subsystem (4) is activated when t 2 (t¯k 1; tk]. We will prove the
theorem in the following two complementary cases: (a) limk!1 t¯k   tk = 0 and (b) there exists
k1 2 N and  > 0 such that t¯k   tk   for all k  k1.
Case (a). Since limk!1 t¯k tk = 0 and xi(t) for vi 2 C is continuous when the continuous-time
subsystem is activated, we may assume that M := limt!1 M(t)  m := limt!1 m(t) in view of
Lemma 2. If M = m, resilient consensus is reached. In what follows, we assume that M > m
and will prove that it can not be true by contradiction.
Choose "0 > 0 satisfying M   "0 > m + "0. For t > 0 and "s > 0, we dene two sets
AM(t; "s) := fvi 2 C : xi(t) > M  "sg and Am(t; "s) := fvi 2 C : xi(t) < m+"sg. By the denition
of "0, AM(t; "0) and Am(t; "0) are disjoint. Fix " <
2jCj"0
3(1 jCj) which satises "0 > " > 0. Recall that
 2 (0; 1) is given in condition (iiD). Since limk!1 t¯k   tk = 0 and xi(t) for vi 2 C is continuous
when the continuous-time subsystem is activated, there exists some k0 2 N such that for all t  t¯k0
and all vi 2 C, we have xi(t+ 1) 2 [m(t)  "=2;M(t)+ "=2] regardless of the subsystems activated
on [t; t + 1]. Let t"  t¯k0 be the time step such that M(t) < M + " and m(t) > m   " for all t  t".
Dene GC = (C;EC) as the subgraph of G = (V;E) induced by C, where EC consists of all
directed edges among the cooperative nodes at time t. Since G is 2R + 1-robust and there are at
most R Byzantine neighbors for each cooperative node, GC must be R + 1-robust. Consider the
nonempty, disjoint sets AM(t"; "0) and Am(t"; "0). There exists a node in AM(t"; "0) or in Am(t"; "0)
that has at least R + 1 cooperative neighbors outside of its set. Without loss of generality, we
assume that vi 2 AM(t"; "0) has at least R + 1 cooperative neighbors outside of AM(t"; "0). When
the discrete-time subsystem is activated on [t"; t" + 1], noting that these neighbors' values are at
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most equal to M   "0 and at least one of these values will be used by vi, we obtain
xi(t" + 1)  (1   )

M(t") +
"
2

+ (M   "0)
 M   "0 + 3(1   )2 "; (6)
where we have used the inequality M(t")  M+", and the fact that each cooperative node's value
is a convex combination of its own value and the values of its neighbors with coecients bounded
below by  and that the largest value vi will use at time t" is upper bounded by M(t") + "=2
according to the switched ltering strategy with parameter R. If the continuous-time subsystem
is activated on some time interval I  [t"; t"+1], it is easy to see that (6) remains valid by choosing
t large enough since jIj is vanishing in Case (a). Therefore, the inequality (6) holds regardless of
the subsystems activated on [t"; t" + 1]. Moreover, the inequality (6) also applies to the updated
value of any cooperative node outside AM(t"; "0) since such a node will use its own value (which
is also upper bounded by M  "0) in the update procedure. Likewise, if vi 2 Am(t"; "0) which has
at least R + 1 cooperative neighbors outside of Am(t"; "0), we obtain a similar bound
xi(t" + 1)  m + "0   3(1   )2 "; (7)
which also applies to the cooperative nodes outside Am(t"; "0).
Set "1 = "0   3(1   )"=2, which satises 0 < " < "1 < "0. Note that the sets AM(t" + 1; "1)
and Am(t" + 1; "1) are disjoint. The discussion in the above paragraph implies that jAM(t" +
1; "1)j < jAM(t"; "0)j or jAm(t" + 1; "1)j < jAm(t"; "0)j holds. We can recursively dene "s =
"s 1   3(1   )"=2 for each k  1 and note that "s < "s 1. The above discussion can be applied
to each time step t" + s as long as AM(t" + s; "s) and Am(t" + s; "s) are still non-empty. Since
there are jCj cooperative nodes in GC, there exists some T  jCj such that either AM(t" + T; "T ) or
Am(t" + T; "T ) is empty. On the other hand, "T = "T 1   3(1   )"=2 = T"0   3(1   T )"=2 
jCj"0 3(1 jCj)"=2 > 0 by our choice of ". This means that all cooperative nodes at time t"+T
have values at most M   "T < M or have values at least m + "T > m. This contradicts the
denition of M or m, completing the proof of Case (a).
Case (b). Dene the Dini derivative of a function f (t) as D+ f (t) = lim suph!0+( f (t + h)  
f (t))=h. Fix any t  tk1 . When t 2 (tk; t¯k] for some k 2 N, the Dini derivatives of M(t) and m(t)
along the trajectory of (3) are given by
D+M(t) = xi0 (t)
=
X
v j2(Ni0[fvi0 g)nRi0 (t)
'i0 j(x
i0
j (t); xi0 (t)) (8)
and
D+m(t) = xi1 (t)
=
X
v j2(Ni1[fvi1 g)nRi1 (t)
'i1 j(x
i1
j (t); xi1 (t)); (9)
where xi0 (t) = maxi2I0(t) xi(t), I0(t) = fi : xi(t) = M(t); vi 2 Cg and xi1 (t) = maxi2I1(t) xi(t),
I1(t) = fi : xi(t) = m(t); vi 2 Cg following the property of Dini derivative; see e.g. [26]. Dene
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V(t) = M(t)   m(t). Since xi0 (t)  xi0j (t) in (8) and xi1 (t)  xi1j (t) in (9), we derive that the right-
hand side of (8) is non-positive and that the right-hand side of (9) is non-negative by employing
the conditions (iiC) and (iiiC). Hence, D+V(t) = D+M(t)   D+m(t)  0. When t 2 (t¯k 1; tk]
for some k 2 N, it is easy to see that D+V(t) = D+M(t)   D+m(t)  0 still holds thanks to the
monotonicity shown in Lemma 2.
Next, we prove limt!1 D+V(t) = 0 by contradiction. Suppose this is not true. Since the
continuous-time subsystem is activated repeatedly in Case (b), there exist constants "0 > 0, 0 >
0, and a sequence of time points fspgp2N, at which the continuous-time subsystem is activated
such that (i) sp tends to innity as p goes to innity and (ii) D+V(sp)   "0 and jsp+1   spj > 0
hold for all p 2 N.
Consider any time interval I  (tk; t¯k] for some k  k1 such that I \ flgl2N = ;. Since D+V(t)
is continuous in I and xi(t) is bounded for all vi 2 C by condition (iC), we know that D+V(t) is
uniformly continuous in I. Hence, there exists a constant 1 > 0 such that for any t1; t2 2 I and
jt1   t2j < 1, we have jD+V(t1) D+V(t2)j < "0=2. By Assumption 1 and the assumption of Case
(b), we may choose 2 2 (0; 1) so that for each p 2 N, the interval [sp   2; sp + 2] is contained
in some interval I described above. Therefore, for any t 2 [sp   2; sp + 2], we obtain
D+V(t) =   jD+V(sp)   (D+V(sp)   D+V(t))j
   (jD+V(sp)j   jD+V(sp)   D+V(t)j)
   "0 + "02 =  
"0
2
: (10)
Recall that jsp+1   spj > 0 for all p 2 N. We can choose  2 (0; 2) such that the intervals
f[sp   ; sp + ]gp2N are pairwise disjoint. By (10) and recalling that D+V(t)  0 for t  tk1 , we
derive Z 1
tk1
D+V(t)dt  lim
N!1
NX
p=1
Z sp+
sp 
D+V(t)dt
   lim
N!1
NX
p=1
Z sp+
sp 
"0
2
dt
=   lim
N!1N"0 =  1: (11)
Clearly, (11) conicts with the fact V(t) = M(t)  m(t)  0 for all time t, completing the proof of
limt!1 D+V(t) = 0.
Recall D+M(t)  0 and D+m(t)  0 for t  tk1 . By employing (8) and (9), the above
limit limt!1 D+V(t) = 0 implies that limt!1 M(t) = limt!1 xi0 (t) = M and limt!1 m(t) =
limt!1 xi1 (t) = m for some constants M and m satisfying M  m. Suppose that M > m.
Since G is 2R + 1-robust, by Lemma 1 the communication topology always contains a directed
spanning tree when the switched ltering strategy with parameter R is applied. There exists a
time point T and a constant " > 0 such that xi0 (t) > M   " > m + " > xi1 (t) for t  T .
Since limt!1 xi0 (t) = 0, we have limt!1 x
i0
j (t)   xi0 (t) = 0 for all v j 2 (Ni0 [ fvi0 g)nRi0 (t)
by employing (3), conditions (iiC), (iiiC), the denition of vi0 , and the denition of R-locally
bounded model. Likewise, the limit limt!1 xi1 (t) = 0 implies that limt!1 x
i1
j (t)   xi1 (t) = 0 for
all v j 2 (Ni1 [ fvi1 g)nRi1 (t). Noting that G is a nite network, there must exist some time point
T 0  T , at which the continuous-time subsystem is activated, such that (i) there exist two directed
paths, one from the root node vr to vi0 and the other from vr to vi1 , in the communication topology
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at time T 0 and (ii) xr(T 0) > M   " and xr(T 0) < m + ". Clearly, (ii) is a contradiction. Thus, we
have M = m, which completes the proof of Case (b). 2
Given scalar scale i , 0 for each node vi 2 V, resilient scaled consensus can be dened as
follows.
Denition 5. (resilient scaled consensus) We say that the cooperative agents achieve resilient
scaled consensus with respect to (1;    ; n) if limt!1 ixi(t)    jx j(t) = 0 for all vi; v j 2 C and
all initial conditions fxi(0)gvi2V.
It is obvious that we reproduce the resilient consensus (Denition 3) by setting 1 = 2 =
   = n = 1. Scaled consensus gives desired exibility in many real-world problems [19, 21,
22]. To realize resilient scaled consensus for switched multi-agent systems, we need to modify
our previous ltering algorithm. We propose the following switched scaled ltering strategy with
parameter R:
For continuous-time subsystem, the algorithm consists of three steps, executed at time t 2 R.
Fix R 2 N. First, each cooperative node vi 2 C obtains the values fxij(t)g of its neighbors, and
creates a sorted list for f jxij(t)gv j2Ni from largest to smallest. Second, the largest R values that
are strictly larger than ixi(t) in this list are removed (if there are fewer than R larger values than
ixi(t), all of those values are removed). The similar removal process is applied to the smaller
values. The set of nodes that are removed by node vi at time t is denoted by Ri(t). Third, each
vi 2 C updates its value using the following fCi () in (1):
xi(t) = sgn(i)
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
'i j( jxij(t); ixi(t)); (12)
where sgn() is the signum function, the function 'i j : R2 ! R satises (iC) 'i j is locally
Lipschitz continuous, (iiC) 'i j(x; y) = 0 if and only if x = y, and (iiiC) (x   y)'i j(x; y) > 0 for
any x , y.
For discrete-time subsystem, the algorithm consists of three steps, executed at each time step
t 2 N. Fix R 2 N. First, each cooperative node vi 2 C obtains the values fxij(t)g of its neighbors,
and creates a sorted list for f jxij(t)gv j2Ni from largest to smallest. Second, the largest R values
that are strictly larger than ixi(t) in this list are removed (if there are fewer than R larger values
than ixi(t), all of those values are removed). The similar removal process is applied to the
smaller values. The set of nodes that are removed by node vi at time t is denoted by Ri(t). Third,
each vi 2 C updates its value using the following f Di () in (2):
xi(t + 1) = sgn(i)
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
wi j(t) jxij(t); (13)
where wi j(t) are the weights satisfying (iD) wi j(t) = 0 if v j < Ni[fvig, (iiD) there exists a constant
 2 (0; 1) independent of t, such that jijwi j(t)   > 0 for any v j 2 (Ni [ fvig)nRi(t), and (iiiD)P
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t) jijwi j(t) = 1.
By redening M(t) := maxvi2C ixi(t) and m(t) := minvi2C ixi(t), the following result can
be established following the similar argument of Theorem 1. We omit the proof due to space
limitation.
Theorem 2. Consider the switched multi-agent system (1), (2), (12), (13) over the digraph
G = (V;E), where each cooperative node performs the switched scaled ltering strategy with
parameter R. SupposeG is 2R+1-robust and Assumption 1 holds. Then, in the R-locally bounded
model with Byzantine nodes, resilient scaled consensus with respect to (1;    ; n) is achieved
under arbitrary switching.
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In the following we further extend the results to solve resilient formation generation problem
for switched multi-agent systems in the presence of Byzantine nodes. In formation generation
problem, the aim is to design distributed protocols to guarantee that each pair of neighboring
agents reach a desired relative position with respect to each other [5, 27]. A certain pattern is
thus formed by the agents as a whole. In the context of resilient (scaled) consensus, we introduce
the resilient scaled formation generation as follows.
Denition 6. (resilient scaled formation generation) Let g = (g1;    ; gn) 2 Rn. The agents in
G are said to achieve resilient scaled formation g with respect to (1;    ; n) if limt!1 ixi(t)  
 jx j(t) = gi   g j for all vi; v j 2 C and all initial conditions fxi(0)gvi2V.
It is clear that the agents reach the scaled formation g if there exists a vector h 2 Rn such that
for vi 2 C, ixi(t) tends to gi + h as time goes to innity. To this end, we design the following
formation generation rule for each vi 2 C:
In continuous-time subsystems, fCi () in (1) is chosen as
xi(t) = sgn(i)
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
'i j( jxij(t)   g j; ixi(t)   gi); (14)
where the functions 'i j satisfy the same conditions (iC), (iiC), and (iiiC) in the switched scaled
ltering strategy with parameter R. In discrete-time subsystems, f Di () in (2) is chosen as
xi(t + 1) =
gi
i
+ sgn(i)
X
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
wi j(t)

 jxij(t)   g j

; (15)
where the weights wi j(t) satisfy the same conditions (iD), (iiD), and (iiiD) in the switched scaled
ltering strategy with parameter R. In the formation control problem, we will modify the above
three-step switched scaled ltering strategy with parameter R in three places (in continuous-time
and discrete-time subsystems, respectively): First, the sorted list is created for f jxij(t)   g jg
instead of f jxij(t)g. Second, the largest R values that are strictly larger than ixi(t)   gi instead
of ixi(t) in the list are removed. The same modication applies to the smaller values. Third,
the update rules (12) and (13) are replaced by (14) and (15), respectively. We shall refer to this
modied algorithm as the switched scaled ltering-formation strategy with parameter R.
Corollary 1. Consider the switched multi-agent system (1), (2), (14), (15) over the digraph G =
(V;E), where each cooperative node performs the switched scaled ltering-formation strategy
with parameter R. Suppose G is 2R + 1-robust and Assumption 1 holds. Then, in the R-locally
bounded model with Byzantine nodes, resilient scaled formation g with respect to (1;    ; n) is
achieved under arbitrary switching.
Proof. Let x¯ij(t) = x
i
j(t)   g j= j and x¯ j(t) = x j(t)   g j= j for vi; v j 2 V. Then the update
rules (14) and (15) become ¯xi(t) = sgn(i)
P
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t) 'i j( j x¯
i
j(t); i x¯i(t)) and x¯i(t + 1) =
sgn(i)
P
v j2(Ni[fvig)nRi(t) wi j(t) j x¯
i
j(t), respectively, for vi 2 C.
It follows from Theorem 2 that resilient scaled consensus is achieved for fx¯i(t)gvi2C, which is
equivalent to having a vector h 2 Rn such that limt!1 ixi(t) = gi + h. This completes the proof.
2
Since gi + h is a constant, our proof is slightly stronger than what is required for resilient
scaled formation generation.
Remark 4. It is worth noting that the theoretical results can not be extended to multi-agent
systems with multi-dimensional dynamics via existing techniques like the Kronecker product.
This is mainly due to (i) the essential nonlinearity involved in continuous-time subsystem (3)
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and the generality of the weight functions in discrete-time subsystem (4); and (ii) the diculty
in dening an appropriate vector norm to extend the ltering strategy in a non-trivial way. For
instance, in anm-dimensional multi-agent system, a simple generalization of our ltering strategy
would require removing a node vi if any one of the m components of xi(t) 2 Rm belongs to the R
largest (or smallest) values at time t. Our above results remain valid as long as the network G is
2mR + 1-robust. However, this upper bound tends to be conservative.
4. Simulations
In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate our theoretical results. We con-
sider a 3-robust digraph G = (V;E) with the node set V = fv1;    ; v6g (see Fig. 1), in which
node v2 2 B is a Byzantine node. The initial values of the six agents are taken as x1(0) = 4,
x2(0) = 2, x3(0) =  1, x4(0) = 1, x5(0) = 3, x6(0) =  3.
Figure 1: A 3-robust directed graph G with n = 6 nodes.
Since the network is 3-robust, Theorem 1 implies that consensus for system (1)-(4) can be
reached in the 1-globally bounded model with Byzantine nodes when the switched ltering strat-
egy with parameter 1 is implemented. The switching law is shown in Fig. 2(a). We assume that
each cooperative node vi 2 C takes the function 'i j(x; y) = 0:1 (x y) in (3) when the continuous-
time subsystem is activated, and the weight wi j(t) = (jNij + 1   jRi(t)j) 1 for v j 2 (Ni[fvig)nRi(t)
in (4) when the discrete-time subsystem is activated. In Fig. 2(b) we show the trajectories of
the agents, where the Byzantine node v2 updates its value following x2(t) = 0:02  x2(t) for
continuous-time subsystems and x2(t + 1) = (x1(t) + x3(t) + x4(t) + x5(t) + x6(t))=5 + 0:1  t for
discrete-time subsystems. We observe from Fig. 2(b) that the cooperative nodes are able to reach
consensus as predicted by Theorem 1.
5. Conclusion
In this letter, we have investigated the resilient consensus problems of switched multi-agent
system composed of both continuous-time and discrete-time subsystems. By employing the
concept of network robustness and W-MSR procedure, we propose a switched ltering strategy
that is able to withstand the compromise of a subset of nodes in directed networks under arbitrary
switching rules. Furthermore, resilient scaled consensus problems and resilient scaled formation
generation problems for switched multi-agent systems are solved as generalizations. For future
work, we will examine resilient consensus of switched multi-agent systems with higher-order
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Figure 2: (a) Switching law of the switched multi-agent system (1)-(4). (b) Time evolution of the agents' values, where
agent v2 is a Byzantine node.
and multi-dimensional dynamics, and explore resilient consensus with nite-time convergence
rate, etc.
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